
Constant Pain

The Berzerker

You have not lost what is... Lost what it is that I hate so much
I've seen it all before and now that you're in front
You think that you're the one

For all the times that I've done more than I shouldn't have
I'm here and now you're scared I'll push you aside and move on with i
t

You'll see that what I am is more than you could wish to ever ask for
, ever
I've taken all I can and now it's not me that's gone off
I'll tell you what I know about all the times I've never fought and w
on
I'm torn over doing all the right things that never seem to matter

Can't stop the constant thoughts
Body numb but brain still active
You've no control
My body aches as mind runs wild
I'm in constant pain
The forces on me are greater than you alone

You lie, you lie, you lie
Meanings are meanings you take from your life
Music is something I use to express
My utter disgust with the human race

Rally the troops cause you're ready to fight
I've made you a person who's willing to die
Feelings are rising and burning inside
My time is short here it's time to arise

You have not lost what is... Lost what it is that I hate so much
I've seen it all before and now that you're in front
You think that you're the one

For all the times that I've done more than I shouldn't have
I'm here and now you're scared I'll push you aside and move on with i
t

You'll see that what I am is more than you could wish to ever ask for
, ever
I've taken all I can and now, it's not me that's gone off
I'll tell you what I know about all the times I've never fought and w
on
I'm torn over doing all the right things that never seem to matter

You
You're not the only one
You
You act like someone else
Your



Your time has almost come
Your
You're now the one I ignore
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